Performance Management, Discipline
and Termination
Protect your
organisation by
providing people
managers and
human resources
professionals with
the information and
processes required
to confidently
manage poor
performance or
misconduct

PROGR AM OVERVI EW
Performance management and associated discipline and termination
is a minefield of legislation and regulation. Poor performance is often
tolerated or handled poorly due to the complex maze of obligations.
This course covers all bases to ensure line managers and human
resource professionals have the knowledge and confidence to deal
with poor performance and misconduct.
Companies face a range of legal risks including bullying and
harassment, unfair dismissal and adverse action claims of
performance management and misconduct for poor processes and
procedures.
Ensure your people leaders and people professionals have up to date
and comprehensive training in this contentious area of Australian
employment.

LE ARNI NG OUTCO MES
On completion of this course participants will:

Explore the ways an employment contract may be ended by
either an employee or an employer;

Understand valid reasons to discipline an employee;

Understand valid reasons to terminate an employment
contract;

Know how to manage the discipline and termination process;

Develop the skills necessary to prepare for, and be able to
carry out, effective discipline interviews; and

Minimise exposure to unfair dismissal and / or general
protection / adverse action claims.

This program can be tailored to incorporate key aspects of
your organisation’s values and relevant policies or
procedures.

DUR ATION
Full day

SUI TABLE FOR
All people managers
and human resource
professionals

WHY AMM A
PRICI NG
CALENDAR COURSES:

Full day

AMMA
member

Nonmember

$550

$700

CUSTOMISED TRAINING:
Pricing is subject to requirements
such as company specific
materials and travel.

www.amma.org.au

AMMA consultants hold unrivalled knowledge, experience and
expertise in Employment & Industrial Relations in the Australian
Resources and Energy sector. Our consultants have extensive
knowledge of the legislative framework and case law relating to
employment in Australia and this is used as a foundation for this
course.
AMMA’s materials are highly practical and engaging in nature and we
regularly refer participants to examples relevant to your operations.
Depending on the duration of the course, practical case studies and
role plays will be referred to throughout the course.

TR AI NING LOC ATIONS
AMMA holds calendar courses in Brisbane and Perth, and can
arrange customised training in all areas of Australia, including
regular tours of regional Australia.

